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Profile Storify 
curation 

Storify 
Curation 

Core story 
form 

Live 
tweeting 

News feature 
/ 
backgrounder 

Photo essay / 
series 

Personal 
choice 

Other work 

 
Headline 
 

SETHU’S 
SWANSONG 

THE 5 STAGES 
OF GRIEF 
AMERICAN 
RUGBY FANS 
FELT AFTER 
LOSING TO 
NEW ZEALAND 
74-6 IN 
CHICAGO. 

OH CAPTAIN, 
MY CAPTAIN! 
JEAN DE 
VILLIERS 
CENTURY IN A 
BOK JERSEY. 

Winter Rose 
Keep Title 
Hopes Alive 

Manchester 
United vs 
Manchester City 

11 Attackers’ 
Promotion Pride 

Local Archer 
Aiming for 
Olympics 

Student’s 
Olympic Dream 
Fulfilled 

Touch rugby 
crosses the 
gender divide 

 
Blog 
 

My own My own My own My own My own My own My own My own My own 

 
Date posted 
 

09.01.14 11.02.14 09.19.14 Grocott’s Mail Grocott’s Mail Grocott’s Mail Grocott’s Mail Grocott’s Mail Grocott’s Mail 

 
Additional 
items 
 

         

 
Relevant 
comments 
(where 
applicable) 
 

         



 

  



Reading journal checklist 

 

Location of reading commentary: On main blog (I tried to make a separate page for them but I could not) 

 

Inventory of posts: 

  
Headline 

 

 
Date posted 

 
1. 

RYAN VREDE ON CORNAL HENDRICKS 10.03.14 

 
2. 

THE PUBLIC TRIAL OF ZANE KIRCHNER 10.03.14 
 

 
3.  

A TALE OF TWO WOULD-BE RUGBY SPRINGBOKS 
— JOHANNES AND FIKILE 

10.10.14 

 
4. 

MY BIG BREAK 
 

10.24.14 
 

 
5. 

WHO’S THAT KID AT NO 10 FOR THE BOKS? 10.27.14 
 

 
6. 

  

 
7. 

  

 

  



Record of vac work 

 

Where did you work in 2014? _______At Times Live  and the Mail and Guardian______________ 

 

When were you there? From ___(Sunday Times) Feb 4th_to_Feb 5th_____and  M&G ________________ 

 

Who was your supervisor? Name ___Simnikwe Xabanisa (Sunday Times)___ XabanisaS@sundaytimes.co.za 

Adrian Ephraim (Mail and Guardian) (AdrianE@mg.co.za) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:XabanisaS@sundaytimes.co.za


‘TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to confirm that Nicholas McGregor visited the Times Media Group Sports department on February 4 and 5, 2014. During that time, he joined in our weekly 

departmental meeting, which doubles up as a diary meeting for the Sunday papers (Sunday Times and Sunday World). He was also present at the diary meeting for our 

Sowetan football supplement, Match, and went to Loftus Versfeld with one of our rugby writers. I also took him aside for a chat about his plans to be a sports writer and 

introduced him to Peter Atkinson, the company’s editorial consultant. The first thing that struck me about him was that he was back. I’d met him in 2010 when he was a 

student and had taken him on a similar field trip to Loftus. It’s something I’ve done with lots of Grade 11s and 12s, but he is literally the first one to come back, which suggests 

he really wants to be a sports writer when print journalism of any kind is maybe no longer as sexy for the youngsters as it used to be. Consequently, one doesn’t have a 

choice but to take his ambition seriously and, judging by a few things in his limited time with us, we may well have a live one on our hands. Before he came back, Nic had 

already nagged me to read his website and give him feedback. When he made it here, he then cheekily thought he’d add his two cents’ worth in our diary meeting, a setting in 

which most of our staff choose their words carefully. What’s more, while typically revolutionary to overzealous, the ideas actually weren’t bad! Like all youngsters who are 

interested in sports journalism, Nic’s a bit married to his opinions, something he will learn in good time isn’t the most important thing about any kind of journalism. But in terms 

of the raw material, he looks like he’s got the basic package. He’s also got an open invitation to try and join us when he completes his studies if he so wishes. 

  

  

Yours sincerely 

Simnikiwe Xabanisa 

Editor: Times Media Group Sport’ 

  



Self-assessment 

 

According to the course outline, assessment of this course consists of four activities: 

1. A two-part critical reflection essay (one examining your experience producing your individual blog and one examining your experience producing your 
beat blog; both parts must form part of a single essay which examines also the relationship between these two blogs and their impact on your writing 
self) for 5%. 

2. A regularly maintained reading journal for 4%. 
3. Individual blog maintenance (featuring frequency/regularity and cleanliness i.e. editing and proofreading skills) for 8%. 
4. Beat blog contributions and collaboration for 8%. 

 

How would you assess your own work this semester? Complete this table by inserting the grades which you think your work deserves: 

  

Item 

 

Mark (%) 

 

Comments (optional) 

1.  Essay 85%  

2.  Reading journal 75%  

3.  Individual blog 85%  

4.  Beat blog 

contribution 

(Grocott’s Mail 

Sports) 

95%  

 

 



11 Attackers’ Promotion Pride 

The SAB (South African Breweries) Cacadu Soccer League is back in full swing and there are some 
new faces on the block. Grahamstown’s own 11 Attackers will represent Makana after being 
promoted last season. The club is lucky to be managed by Mvuyisi 'Vicki' Platyi, who has a wealth of 
experience after playing against South African teams such as Supersport United, Moroka Swallows 
and even Danish club Copenhagen FC.  

Platyi said the club came from humble beginnings to finally reach the big league. Five years ago the 
club won the Makana League with players as young as 12 years in their ranks. Coach Simphiwe Faxi 
played a vital role in their promotion, Platyi said. 

“Our coach was instrumental in our success and I believe he is the one that deserves the credit, he is 
the best when it comes to developing young players," Platyi said. "Most teams that we were 
competing against were far more experienced compared to our boys but our coach had a plan for 
every game. He managed to keep the players focused and motivated.”  

Platyi said their journey to the Cacadu League began when they started motivating players through 
annual awards. 

“Two years back we started hosting our soccer awards. It was tough without any sponsorship, but 
thanks must go to coach Faxi and our kit manager, Mfundo Jamela for supporting me financially to 
fund the award ceremonies,” Platyi said. 

Before the Cacadu League began, 11 Attackers took part in the Nedbank Cup. They lost the game 4-0 
to United Eleven but Platyi believes they gained great experience from it. 

“The Nedbank Cup game was good for us. The coach was happy with the performance of our 
players, he only used two players over the age of twenty. That for us is a success, especially since we 
were competing against the team that won the Cacadu League last season.” 

The fight for promotion has been a difficult one, Platyi said, but his love of the game and loyalty to 
the team has pushed him through. 

“All in all our journey was stressful and exhausting, there was a time when we wanted to stop 
supporting the club, but we could not because of the passion we have for our club and our players.” 



Local Archer Aiming for Olympics 

 

There are many convoluted stories of how prodigies found their paths.  

The Beetles found their fame through German strip clubs, Mark Zuckerburg founded Facebook while 
trying to create a rating website for girls, and Scott Higginbotham only started playing rugby because 
he was too aggressive for football.  

And now our own Yashin Naidoo has found his footing in archery through his passion for Japanese 
culture. “I am interested in the Japanese Samurai Arts, which includes hand-to-hand sword work and 
archery," he said. "I became fascinated with the art of Japanese long bow in particular. Having 
already done karate for several years I decided to give archery a try." 

He said he focused on the recurve bow, because it was the closest he could get to the long bow in a 
modern bow. "I now love the recurve bow and enjoy working with [it],” he said. 

His interest in the art has put him in line for the 2020 Olympics, as he was chosen for the 
development squad and has a good chance of wearing the hallowed green and gold. 

“My goal in archery is to compete at the 2020 Olympics," said Naidoo. "I would like to pursue a 
career in competitive archery once I have completed my schooling.” 

His desire for success is evident; asked about his favourite aspect of sport, he said, “Striving for 
perfection.” 

“The best part of archery is the feeling you get when you execute a perfect shot and the arrow hits 
centre of the target,” he said. 

Yashin is home-schooled, which allows him to train more than his counterparts.  

Considering that he is just 14 years old, his potential is infinite. 



Sethu’s Swansong 

It was a beautiful Eastern Cape afternoon Saturday at the Graeme College versus Muir College first 
team rugby game. I sat down on the grassy slope facing the field and got comfortable. I pulled out 
my box of cigarettes and I was about to light one when I realised I had left my matches at home. 
Frustrated at my forgetfulness, I scoured the crowd for any signs of smoke projecting from anyone’s 
hands or mouths to no avail. I saw an older gentleman, smartly dressed in a plaid blazer, in the 
corner of the crowd, lighting a freshly rolled cigarette. I strolled over and politely asked for a light 
and he was more than happy to oblige.  

I stood there with this man in silence, until he said, “My grandson is playing for Graeme.” He pointed 
to the player in the number 10 jersey with conviction and an ever widening smile. “His name is Sethu 
and he is following in my footsteps. I played fly-half as well.” 

I asked him if he played at Graeme back in his day, he replied with a wry smile, “No son, I was not 
allowed to in those days,” my face flashed with a glow of red as my white-guilt burned the insides of 
my cheeks. 

He overlooked my historical insensitivity and carried on, “He is also the captain, and this is his last 
game. He has played first team for four years, can you believe it?”  

I could not believe it. I could not believe that my search for a simple match-stick had led me to this 
incredible story. I had just met Msitheli Pinini, the grandfather of captain and team talisman, Sethu 
Pinini. Msitheli had quite a legacy of his own. He played fly-half for Lilly Whites and eventually was 
president of the Sedru Rugby Union. It was Sethu’s last game for the school, after playing for the first 
team since grade 9, an astronomical feat at any South African high school. He then went on to play 
for the Eastern Province Kings at Craven Week last year. 

While chatting to Msitheli, it was no surprise that Sethu scored an incredible, individual try. To 
Msitheli this was nothing unusual. “He pretty much just dummied everybody and scored, he is very 
good at that,” he said.  

I ask Msitheli whether Sethu is as good as he was. “He is very good but he is not quite up to my 
standards as of yet, Sethu’s grandfather on his mother’s side was also a great player, so he has big 
shoes to fill.”  

I tracked down Sethu after his man-of-the-match performance. I was wary of pulling him away from 
the post-match celebrations, but he respectfully agreed to speak with me and we found a quiet a 
seat on the stands away from the revelry.  

I told him that his grandfather said he was not quite up to his (Msitheli’s) standard. Sethu laughed 
and said, “I always try to compare myself to him, I never saw him play but I’ll know when I get 
there.” Sethu was ecstatic about his season. “It was amazing playing and captaining this side. Being a 
captain is hard, especially when it comes to making decisions, but it was all worth it to play with this 
team.” 



Asked if he was emotional after playing his last game for a team he had been a part of for so long, 
Sethu laughed and replied, “It has been great playing for this team but I am excited about the future 
more than anything else.”  

Later that evening, at the Graeme College Rugby Dinner, Sethu was given the Truscott Trophy for 
most tries in a season and was named the Graeme College player of the season. To add to his list of 
accomplishments, Sethu recently achieved a scholarship through the Eastern Province Under-19 
side.  

This means the young fly-half will be extending his prolific career at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
University and hopefully in the hallowed red and black not long afterwards.   



Student’s Olympic Dream Fulfilled 

The Youth Olympics is a breeding ground, a crèche for the athletic ability human kind can reach.  

It is the stepping stone to the greatest and oldest competition in the world.  

The names of Bolt, Semenya, Phelps and many others will outlive the existence of some countries 
after staking their claim to the podium.  

And they all started in the same place.  

A place where Rhodes student Cody Van Wyk found himself a couple of weeks ago, as he 
represented South Africa in the 5-a-side hockey leg of the games in Nanjing, China.  

The South African team were placed in the toughest pool, having to face Australia who they had 
recently lost a series to in Durban, Bangladesh, Canada and tournament favourites Spain.  

The men in green and gold came fourth in their pool due to points difference after Australia, Canada 
and themselves finished the group on six points all of which went through to the quarter finals.  

After crushing New Zealand 3-0 in the semi-finals, South Africa went through to play arch-rivals 
Australia in the semi’s and went down 3-4 in a gruelling encounter.  

According to van Wyk, Australia just had the ‘rub of the green’ that day and a red card to South 
Africa did not help their efforts.  

They then played Spain in the third/ fourth play-off where Cody and his compatriots went down 7-4.  

Despite bailing out in the semis, Cody said it was an amazing experience.  

“It was incredible, the games were run so efficiently, we are all such good mates in the team and 
SASCOC did not hold back when it came to giving us kit.”  

However, he did complain about the heat.  

“It was so humid I couldn’t believe it, I have never showered so much in my life.  

"In fact it was so hot one day, the only place that was not hot was the dining hall and we had to walk 
right around the whole venue to get there but there was a gate right by our hotel that was a 
shortcut. They never let us walk through it. So I decided I would fake a faint. I just dropped and my 
mates picked me up and told the security guards that I needed to get to the medics in the dining hall 
and these guys just opened the gate for us immediately, it was really so funny!”    

van Wyk plays for Rhodes University,  Eastern Province and the South African National age group 
hockey teams. 



Winter Rose Keep Title Hopes Alive 

Winter Rose defeated their old rivals Old Collegians 17-3 in a thrilling affair, where the score-line did 
not depict the hard-fought and exciting match-up. Old Collegians, a team renowned for their 
expertise with ball-in-hand, did not hold back as they ran the ball from all over the park. Former 
Winter Rose player Sima Nxawe, set out on a blazing run from his own try-line and was only denied a 
triumphant assist by a handling error. Despite a heavy, attacking assault from the hosts, Winter 
Rose’s defensive line remained unbreached.  

Winter Rose seemed to find their footing towards the end of the first-half and with forwards' 
dominance was able to make a break through the work of eighth-man Masonwabe Nduna who then 
off-loaded to his Winter Rose flank, Zolani Vroegman who dotted down for the first try of the match. 
Nkosiyabo Nondlwana missed the conversion and the visitors led 5-0 at the end of the first half.  

The second half saw Old Collegians attempting to vindicate their loose-style of play in the first half 
with some piercing runs through the Winter Rose defence but to no avail. Philasande Sixaba, the 
visitors’ captain led by example in an incredible defensive effort to hold the line.  

Winter Rose’s second try came from a turn-over by lock Lubabalo Mbolekwa, which then led to full-
back Siyabulela Gebuza going over the white-wash. Old Collegians were not done yet and kicked a 
penalty through, their fly-half Siyabonga Mahapi to bring the hosts back into the game, 10-3. 

The visitors replied almost immediately as Zipho Shayi, showed some individual brilliance to extend 
his team’s lead to score a try with Nondlwana converting it.  

“We were disappointed with not bagging the 5 points (with four tries) as it would have given us a 
one point lead on the log standings.” Said Mfundo Manyati, coach of Winter Rose, “The lads will play 
Swallows this weekend with the hope to rectify the mistakes and bag the much-needed 5 points.” 

After 12 games of the competition Winter Rose are tied at the top with St. Marks at 48 points, while 
the latter still has a game in hand. Swallows follow the log-leaders with 43 points. There are two 
games left in league so the title holder is still to be decided.     



Touch rugby crosses the gender divide 

 

Rhodes University's Inter-res rugby has been a success throughout its existence, but now we can 
expect it to reach even greater heights as the male-only sport is about to change with an innovative 
new touch rugby team that includes men and women. 

The project is spear-headed by Nandipha Mbangula, a first year history and psychology student. 
Mbangula started playing touch rugby when a coach came to her school and taught a few of her 
classmates and herself how to play and she fell in love with the game.   

Mbangula was asked to pioneer the team by Rhodes Sports Administration. 

“Elize Everton suggested that we start a touch rugby team. I started marketing the sport and 
received eager responses. I got responses from both females and males which was great," Mbangula 
said. 

"Being mixed is important as it removes the stigma that touch rugby is a weaker version of rugby 
and tailor-made for females. It is also great to see that the men that play in the team are willing to 
break away from that restricting perspective that touch rugby is a girls' sport.”  

Mbangula said that their training is largely informal at the moment, but next year that should 
change. 

“This year we are just learning the basics of the sport as some players have never been introduced to 
it. We currently meet every Monday and Wednesday to just have fun.  Looking into the future, 
however, which is next year, we are aiming at joining The Senior Inter Provincial Touch tournament.  
This will further promote it and hopefully one day it will become a recognised sport at the 
university." 
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